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COLLAGRAPH PLATEMAK.ING TECHNIQUES

It was the purpose of this study to investigate the techniques
in the construction and production of a series of original collagraph
plates and prints.

These were used to portray in visual, graphic

form the diverse range of collagraph printmaking techniques.
I was not too concerned with approval while producing a new
plate.

A new print was approached with aesthetic curiosity.

new plate became a new experimentation for me.
within each print was incidental to this study.

Each

The subject matter
While conceiving

and producing a new plate I applied certain basic principles of art
to which I had been previously exposed, hoping, of course, to achieve
a fresh and original statement.
What I attempted to say in each particular print was dependent
on the observer and the vast resource of previous experiences that he
might bring with him while he views the work.
Collagraph is a new and major form of artistic expression
today.

Glen Alps, professor of Art at the University of Washington,

has probably done more than any other artist to give collagraph
momentum in printmaking.

He was the first to recognize the aesthetic

possibilities of a collage built-up plate for printing.
The plate is constructed from a cardboard, upsonboard, or
hardboard base which has a collage-like built-up surface with subtle
textural variations, raised and incised shapes and lines.

The plate

is inked, wiped, and printed in a manner similar to that used with an
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etching plate.

The traditional approach to metal platemaking has

usually been linear, whereas the collagraph plate is generally
developed in a more painterly way.

An advantage of the collagraph

process is that additions and changes can be directly, almost
immediately accomplished.
Collagraph can produce the visual effects of etching, aquatint, and relief, as well as having its own unique visual properties
and possibilities.

These results can be obtained without the compli-

cated, time consuming, and expensive processes usually associated
with metal platemaking,

It can be accomplished in either the public

school room or the smallest studio as well as in the best equipped
professional studio.
The first step in the production of a collagraph plate is to
bevel the edges at an angle of about 45° sloping away from the top
surface.

This prevents the dampened printing paper from being cut

in printing.

The back and edges are coated with polymer medium or

lacquer for sealing, protection, and easier cleaning.

Various types

of tones, lines, and textures can be created.
The collagraph is basically produced by adhering textural
materials to a base plate.

All types of images can be formed by the

use of paper, cardboard, sand, powdered carborundum, ground walnut
shells, sawdust, wood chips, plastic wood, and other similar materials.
The additives can be attached to the plate with Elmer's glue or
polymer emulsions.

Elmer's glue must be coated with lacquer or

polymer emulsions to seal the glue and prevent the dampened printing
paper from adhering to the plate in the printing process.

If addi-

tives are applied with polymer emulsions no coating is needed.

Polymer
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emulsions seal the additives and become waterproof when hardened.
Controlling the fineness or coarseness of texture on the surface of
the plate will produce various tonal areas on the print.

To vary

contrast and degrees of absorption of the ink by the plates, polymer
medium or lacquer and modeling paste can be applied on various surfaces and controlled thicknesses.

Building up the additives with

lacquer or polymer will produce lighter tonal surfaces.

Modeling

paste when mixed with gel medium (50% - 50%) will not crack and,
like Gesso, can be brushed on in a painterly manner.
strokes will show in the printing.

Without gel, the modeling paste

becomes too hard and may crack (Figure 1).
or tooled in any manner.

The brush

The paste can be carved

A dry point effect may be achieved by

scratching into the gessoed, lacquered, or modeling paste covered
plate.
To achieve an etched appearance, for example (Figure 2), a
photo from a magazine or drawing may be glued to the working surface
of the plate and coated with several coats of lacquer.
to be engraved as soon as the coatings have dried.

It is ready

I have used

everything from a matte knife, sharpened round file, pocket knife,
linoleum tools, marking wheel, and nails to dentist instruments to
etch and incise the surface.
If cut cardboard is to be glued on the plate for large, small,
or linear shapes the cardboard should be beveled.

Beveling is im-

portant because it prevents the inks from building up around sharp
edges and undercuts.

Too much ink on the plate will squish out when

heavy pressure is applied.

The pressure of the press will also cause

the printing paper to tear if edges are not beveled or are too high.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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The plate surface should be kept fairly low in relief or a
problem can develop with torn paper or two areas of greatly contrasting relief not printing correctly.
Rich dark areas can be formed by spreading fine ground walnut
shells over a surface that is still wet with Elmer's glue or polymer
and pressed into the damp surface with a flat piece of cardboard or
run through the press.
brush.

When dry, the excess is dusted off with a

For a more uniform surface the shells may be sanded.

Carborundum (carbide abrasive powder), when used as in the above
technique, will produce a flat dark tone when printed.

Sanding areas

of walnut shells will produce subtle tones and variety of values.
Additional coats of lacquer will also produce variety of values.
White or gloss lacquer and nail polish, painted over forms
or textured surfaces, will wipe clean of ink to produce clean white
forms in the print.

The lacquer is a harder surface than polymer in

solution form, and its use is less time consuming than polymer.

If

polymer is used, four or five coats are required in order to achieve
similar results.
Soft ground effects similar to metal platemaking techniques
can be achieved on a collagraph plate by using textured materials
such as lace, leaves, weeds, cloth, wood, or any other suitable
relief materials that are pressed into partly dry plastic primer or
modeling paste (Figure 3).

An area that has been coated with plastic

primer should be allowed to dry a day.

A second coat is brushed on

in a contra-direction to the first and left to dry for an hour or
two.

The textural material is placed on top of the plastic primer

area, covered with newsprint and blankets, then run through the
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press.

The textures will press into the surface creating a negative

area that will hold ink.
Since the collagraph plates generally tend to be higher or
deeper in relief than plates made by etching or incising metals, the
inking technique is somewhat different from that used in the etching
process.

With the help of scrub brushes, the ink is vigorously

rubbed into the plate surface from every direction.

The excess

surface ink is scraped off with a cardboard or plastic spatula.
should flow well to cover and penetrate all surfaces.

Ink

A moderate

amount of heat may be applied to the plate, as in Intaglio printing,
to make the ink flow better.

A good ink is important.

Normal oil-

base printing inks can be used, but I found that they tend to overwipe.

Special collagraph inks are produced by Ralph Leber Company,

Seattle, Washington.
tarlaton.

The ink is wiped off with clean cotton rags or

Depending on the size and relief of a plate, the wiping

process can take up to two hours.
When a color print was produced there were several methods
I used.

A base plate was inked and printed.

After the color ink had

dried, the paper was redampened and the darker color collagraph
plates were overprinted.

Color was also applied by using a stencil.

Stencils were cut from paper to fit negative areas and ink was
brayered onto the printing paper before dampening.
printing paper was dampened and overprinted.

The stenciled

The third way a color

was added was by brayering a color lightly over selected areas on
the wiped plate, rewiping and brayering, then rewiping a second time
produced a light tonal value when printed.
taped, and allowed to dry.

The print was stretched,

One disadvantage to stretching a print is
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This problem can be resolved by

that the embossed areas become lost.

placing the dampened print, after the ink has dried, on a flat surface
Blankets and magazines may

sandwiched between layers of newsprint.
be used to hold the print flat until dry.

Embossed areas can thus be

preserved (Figure 4).
Almost any printing paper can be used to accept the print
image but it should be heavier than rice paper, which is sometimes
The printing paper is dampened

used in etching and relief printing.

thoroughly, by soaking in water, sometimes for two or three days as
with B.F.K. Rieves, then blotted to remove excess water and placed on
the plate.

Newsprint is laid over the printing paper to absorb

starch and more water, and to protect the blankets from getting
soiled.

The felt blankets are placed on top of the newsprint; then
If a base plate is used first

the plate is run through the press.

to produce color, the printing paper must be resoaked the exact
length of time for the next color.

The paper will shrink after it

has been dampened and allowed to dry.

Resoaking the same length of

time will assure good registration of the print.
Figure 5 is a combination of techniques.

The figure was cut

out of a wallpaper sample book and drawn onto a plexiglass plate with
a sharpened file.
forms were etched.

After the image was transferred, the lines and
In some areas I applied lacquer thinner which

softened the plexiglass.

Cloth was pressed into the surface creating

a softground effect when printed.
applied in selected areas.

Plastic primer and lacquer was

During the first printing, sections of

lacquer and plastic primer lifted, at random, from the plate while
brayering the ink.

This created an antiqued look in the print.
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Figure 4
Samurai Balloon
21\"

X

29"

Collagraph
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Figure 5
Secretarial Pool
12~"

X

15~"

Collagraph
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Figure 6
Etude en Cercle
24~"

X

26~ 11

Collagraph
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Figure 7
Muffin Lady

Serigraphy
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Figure 8
No Blade of Grass

19~"

X

40"

Collagraph
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Figure 9
The Apple of Discord

19"

X

22~"

Collagraph
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Figure lO

Stamp
7"

X

13~"

Intaglio
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Figure 11

Icarus
23!.t"

X

19~"

Collagraph
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Figure 12
Round Nude
9"

X

9~"

Drawing
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Figure 13
Mark
13~"

X

20"

Drawing
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Figure 14
Self Portrait
16"

X

23~"

Drawing
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Figure 15
Anne W.
20~"

X

17~"

Drawing
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Figure 16
Imogene Revisited
11,i" x l~"

Serigraphy
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Figure 17
Free Fall
10"

X

241,"

Drawing
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Figure 18
Route 36B

11"

X

12"

Drawing
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Figure 19

Clifton Barrette
5 ' 7"

Please note: A signature was redacted due to security concerns.
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DEFINITIONS

Acrylic Polymer Emulsions - a painting media of synthetic resin that
is soluble in water in a liquid state.

Aquatint - resin powder or chunks which are dusted upon the surface
of a metal plate, then melted, leaving dots of acid-resistant
ground.

The acid will bite between these dots, giving an all-over

tone.

Base plate - the first plate in making a color print upon which all
subsequent plates must register.

Carborundum - carbide abrasive powder used in grinding the surface of
lithograph stones.

Collagraph - a print made from a plate constructed from a cardboard,
upsonboard, or hardboard base which has a collage-like built-up
surface with subtle textural variations, raised and incised shapes
and lines.

The plate is inked, wiped and printed in a manner

similar to an etching plate.

Color registration - the placement of one color plate directly over
the previous color on the print.

Dry point - when the plate is scratched directly with a sharp tool,
causing an incised line.

Embossing - achieved by constructing a collagraph plate in relief,
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then running this plate uninked through the press, leaving indentations, textures, and raised areas as in relief.

Etching - produced by drawing with an etching needle on a metal plate
that has been coated with a thin layer of acid-resisting materials
called the ground.

The plate is then put in an acid bath, which

bites, or etches, the lines.

Intaglio print - the process of engraving or carving by making cuts
into the surface.

The plate is inked and surface is wiped,

leaving ink in the grooves and textures beneath the surface of
the plate.

Paper is pressed into inked lines below the surface

of the plate.

Plastic primer - a quality multi-purpose coating for general architectural application and is of an alkyd resin which eliminates the
need for sanding.

Plate - a metal or cardboard medium used for printing.

Print - impression taken from a printing plate or stencil.

Stencil - a mask which holds back or allows ink to pass through.
most common is Serigraphy.

Upsonboard - a cardboard used in building walls in houses.

The

